
Senate Committee on Student Affairs (SCSA) 
February 19, 2020 
Minutes of the Meeting 
  
These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes reflect the views of, nor 
are they binding on, the senate, the administration, or the Board of Regents. 
  
[In these minutes: Systemwide Strategic Planning; Building Security in the Health Sciences; 
Administrative Policy Review - Major Events (Twin Cities campus)] 
  
PRESENT: Cody Mikl (chair), David Blank, Susan Mantell, Marie Monter, Nate Mills, John 
Atkins, Rachel Kieffer, Sam Rosemark, Kaicheng Shi, Mattea Allert, Kendre Turonie 
 
REGRETS: Adrienne Conley, Madeline Squier 
 
ABSENT: Paruj Acharya, Camille Hanson, Madeline Gilles, Julie Reuvers 
 
GUESTS: Joan T.A. Gabel, president, University of Minnesota; Karen Hanson, executive vice 
president and provost, University of Minnesota; Megan Sweet, assistant to the president, Office 
of the President; Mike Berthelsen, vice president, University Services; Paige Rohman, chief of 
staff, University Services; Liz Eull, chief of staff,  Office of the Senior Vice President for 
Finance and Operations 
 
OTHERS: Lisa Samuelson 
 
 
Chair Cody Mikl welcomed the committee, and members introduced themselves.  
 
 
1. Systemwide Strategic Planning - Mikl introduced President Joan T.A. Gabel and Executive 
Vice President and Provost Karen Hanson to provide an update on the University’s systemwide 
strategic planning. Gabel began her presentation by sharing a slide deck with the committee and 
highlighted the history of the systemwide strategic planning process. She said that the work on 
the Strategic Plan began in 2016 by establishing a framework for the plan. This was considered 
phase one of the plan. Phase two of the plan determined system priorities that aligned with the 
framework and included areas of teaching and learning, research and discovery, outreach and 
public service, medicine and health, and supporting the mission. 
 
Gabel continued by stating that when she interviewed to be the new president of the University, 
one of her first items would be to finish the plan. She considers this phase three of the plan which 
has included creating commitments. Once the commitments were set, Gabel and senior 
administrators came up with a set of finalized goals and possible next steps or action items for 
each commitment and they are as follows: 

● Student Success 
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○ Goals 
■ Attract, educate, and graduate students who represent the diversity, talent, 

workforce, and citizenship needs of the future. 
■ Enhance student experience, wellness, and success. 
■ Increase innovative and high-quality educational offerings across modes 

of delivery to reach students where they are. 
○ Possible Next Steps 

■ Immediately address student mental health and perhaps allow students to 
use services offered to employees under the UPlan insurance.  

● Discovery, Innovation, & Impact 
○ Goals 

■ Increase high-impact discovery and scholarship. 
■ Drive creativity, collaboration, and entrepreneurial spirit. 
■ Engage Minnesota. 

○ Possible Next Steps 
■ Work on distributed learning (on-line education) and enhance that 

technology to better reach students. 
■ Engage the vice president for research to help push more innovative and 

discovery driven scholarship from faculty. 
■ Re-consider the traditional federally-funded research method and engage 

with local partners in business and the humanities. 
■ Tell a better story of how the University impacts the state locally. 

● MNtersections (Health, Food, & Environment) 
○ Goals 

■ Drive innovation for next-generation health. 
■ Build a fully sustainable future. 
■ Advance natural resources and agro-food systems to elevate human 

security and potential. 
○ Possible Next Steps 

■ Engage the new Office of Academic Clinical Affairs for new research and 
medical technology delivery. 

■ Engage the Humphrey School of Public Affairs and College of Food, 
Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences to drive new policy and 
techniques to be more sustainable. 

● Community & Belonging 
○ Goals 

■ Recruit and retain diverse talent. 
■ Cultivate a welcoming and inclusive campus climate. 
■ Advance understanding and nurture enduring partnerships. 

○ Possible Next Steps 
■ Use surveys to gauge campus climate. 
■ Continue the work started by the building renaming effort and create 

discussion and policies around belonging.  
● Fiscal Stewardship 

○ Goals 
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■ Reduce financial barriers to student achievement. 
■ Align revenue with forward-thinking mission fulfillment. 
■ Build comprehensive long-range capital facilities and land-holding 

strategies to drive strategic growth. 
■ Re-envision risk management and safety. 

 
Mattea Allert asked about the community & belonging commitment and stated that there seems 
to be much more structure to support undergraduate students than there is for graduate students. 
Gabel responded that the University is one community and should serve everyone, but the nature 
of student affairs has undergraduates aligned more closely with the University and graduates 
more aligned with a program or college. This is seen across higher education and can be a 
challenge. Gabel stated that this strategic plan has to apply to the entire system and graduate 
students are only located on the Twin Cities campus. The administration is still determining how 
to integrate the complexities of the main Twin Cities campus into the systemwide plan.  
 
Allert then asked how the recent security changes to the health sciences buildings and its effect 
on minorities on campus will be addressed by the community & belonging commitment. Gabel 
stated that she is aware of the issue and agreed that the process for this change was misaligned 
with the student voice. She stated that while college councils were consulted, the administration 
is reaching out for additional comments from student government organizations. It can be a 
struggle to apply a balance between the open access of a public campus and maintaining campus 
safety. Gabel said that all security personnel will receive additional bias training.  
 
Nate Mills asked about reducing some of the financial barriers for graduate students, especially 
student fees. Gabel said that she is not currently aware of an effort to reduce current student fees 
but will take the question and comments back to her team to discuss. Allert added that the 
Council of Graduate Students (COGS) are hoping to have a campus-wide referendum on this 
issue this spring.  
 
Sam Rosemark commented that he thinks the plan is very sound, especially highlighting the 
work being done to be more sustainable and committed to environmental stewardship. Gabel 
replied that there is already a lot of activity on this issue, especially on the Morris campus. 
Finally, Gabel encouraged committee members to send any follow-up questions or comments to 
her office.  
 
 
2. Building Security in the Health Sciences - Mikl introduced Mike Berthelsen, vice president, 
University Services, and Paige Rohman, chief of staff, University Services, to provide an update 
on changes to building security at the health sciences buildings on the Twin Cities campus. 
Berthelsen stated that over the past eighteen months or so, the University has seen a significant 
increase in trespassing and unwanted behaviors within the health sciences buildings. While this 
type of activity is not exclusive to this area of campus, explained Berthelsen, there has been an 
uptick due to ease of access from the light rail station located near Moos Tower. While the 
University has historically been open and easy to access, crime in this area has had a recent 
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uptick and University officials have been looking at methods to make students, faculty, and staff 
feel safer.  
 
Berthelsen continued by stating that the University concluded that it is difficult to manage the 
area due to the number of entrances to the complex and decided to lock down many of the 
perimeter entrances to be accessible only via key card access. There are now only three public 
entrance points. Individuals must present an ID and members of the public must state their 
business within the building, such as an appointment. These changes were made late in the fall, 
not long after a needle attack on a student. Berthelsen said that while these changes were made 
rather quickly with consultation with the health science deans and student groups, he did wish to 
gather students’ experiences, concerns, and thoughts. Rohman added that there are no further 
plans to change access to any other buildings on campus at this time.  
 
Mikl asked what members of the public need to show to gain access to the complex. Berthelsen 
replied that the entity with the most visitors is the Dental School, but University Services has 
worked with each of the colleges to provide appropriate strategies and documentation for access. 
Some will email or text patients documents while others may offer a dedicated staff person to 
provide guidance and support at the entrances.  
 
Allert asked if the new security measures, which were implemented to curb crime, were also 
meant to curb the homeless population from using the facilities. Berthelsen replied that while 
both crime and loitering by transient populations were on the rise, they did not necessarily 
correlate to one another. Rohman acknowledged that prior to the security changes, some steps 
were taken to deter loitering in general in the buildings. Berthelsen added that the University is 
always trying to balance accessibility with safety. Allert made a further comment that the new 
entrances are not overtly welcoming and has seen some students of color targeted for 
documentation by the new security personnel. Berthelsen stated that they are looking into not 
only making structural changes to the entrances to make them more helpful and welcoming, but 
they are also looking to hire permanent University employees to work at each station who will 
receive proper training in security and bias. If there are further actions that seem to be targeted or 
improper, Bethelsen directed the committee to the University Services website to file a complaint 
form.  
 
Rachel Kieffer commented that she was shocked to see some of these new measures being put 
into place and said she wasn’t made aware of the violence and crimes on campus until after the 
fact. She asked if more communication could be done such as the SAFE U alerts. Berthelsen 
stated that not sending that information to the community was perhaps a misstep in that the 
University had to follow the rules of the Clery Act. The Clery Act requires the University to 
notify the community of an ongoing threat. Since the individual who perpetrated the attack was 
immediately caught, there was no requirement to disclose the information. He said that all arrests 
and other activity does get posted to the SAFE-U website.  
 
 
3. Administrative Policy Review - Major Events (Twin Cities campus) - Mikl introduced Liz 
Eull, chief of staff, Office of the Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations, to provide an 
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overview for a new administrative policy, Major Events (Twin Cities campus). Eull provided the 
committee with the following documents related to the policy: 

● Administrative Policy - Major Events (Twin Cities Campus) 
● Administrative Procedure - Political Campaign Events 
● Administrative Procedure - Major Event Proposal 
● Major Events Policy Summary and Key Points 

 
Eull began her presentation by stating that this policy has been in the works for about two years. 
Eull said that the policy was developed to support the University's commitment to free speech 
and the robust exchange of ideas throughout the campus community, recognizing that the 
University has a duty and responsibility to facilitate free speech and the exchange of ideas in a 
way that ensures campus safety and responsibly utilizes its resources. The major events policy 
establishes the process for requesting, reviewing, and planning major events on the Twin Cities 
campus and provides a tool to educate the campus on how to think about events that they are 
planning. This policy is not meant to affect speakers that faculty or staff may invite for learning 
experiences in the classroom or otherwise. Instead, Eull said, major events include concerts, 
public appearances, performance speakers, or rallies, that generally involve a well known or high 
profile public figure. These events can draw significant public or media attention, draw on the 
resources of the University, or represent a significant security concern to the campus. 
 
Eull continued by stating that the policy was developed by a cross functional group charged by 
then president Eric Kaler with continued support by President Joan Gabel. The group included 
staff from the Office Of the President, Office of the Executive Vice President and Provost, 
Office of the Senior Vice President for Finance and Operation, Office of the General Counsel, 
University Relations, Office for Student Affairs, and University Services, along with the chair of 
the Senate Consultative Committee, Amy Pittenger. Eull stated that she and Megan Sweet, 
assistant to the president, Office of the President, are providing updates to several committees in 
the hopes that the policy will go into effect this spring and asked for questions or comments from 
the committee.  
 
Mikl asked for some examples of previous events that would qualify under this policy. Eull 
replied that University Relations is currently compiling an FAQ with a list of large events from 
the past two to three years. However, some events may not be intended to be major but that can 
change quickly. The event itself may not be large but the reaction from the community could 
create an impact. There is a reason they are calling the policy “major” events and not “large 
scale” events. Sweet added that such events could include those that also garner a large media 
presence. Eull stated that the purpose is all about managing the impact to campus.  
 
Kieffer commented that she appreciates the clarity in the policy that explains possible reasons for 
the deniability of an event, which will help organizers in their planning as well. John Atkins 
asked if there needed to be language added to speak to the possible partnerships the University 
might have with government agencies, such as the City of Minneapolis or Hennepin County. Eull 
said that the purpose of the policy is more geared towards the operations of the University and it 
already has agreements in place with local government agencies such as the Minneapolis Police 
Department to assist in services.  
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Mills asked who would be members of the major events committee. Eull stated that her office 
would convene the committee and would include individuals from the following departments: 

● University of Minnesota Police Department 
● Office of the President 
● University Relations 
● University Services 
● Office for Student Affairs 

Mills then asked if there would be any student input on that committee. Eull stated that since the 
discussions would be very operational in nature, students would not necessarily be consulted 
unless they were perhaps a part of the group organizing the event in question.  
 
 
Hearing no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Chris Kwapick 
University Senate Office 
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